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Abstract - Aimed that the image applied in CSF(Cavity 
Spatial Filter)auto-alignment control of SG- -UP(Shenguang II 
Laser Upgraded Device)  is blurred with uneven light radiation 
and has many scattered reference points, a novel algorithm of 
reference center extraction is proposed in this paper, which is 
based on position estimation and gradient extremum search.
Firstly, all the reference points are determined as clear or 
obscure by simple threshold method. Then the clear reference
points are applied to predict the position of obscure ones and 
guide to realize local threshold optimizing search. Finally, some 
edge pixels lying on the edge of reference points are precisely 
extracted out by gradient extremum search and the reference 
centers are computed out by ellipse fitting. The proposed method 
not only ensures the reliable and precise extraction of all the 
reference points, but also shrinks the processing range and 
shortens processing time-consuming. Experiments on the SG- -
UP CSF images showed that the method has the features of
speed, accuracy and stability, and can be applied in alignment 
control reliably.

Index Terms – SG- -UP; position prediction; gradient 
extremum search; reference point.

I. INTRODUCTION

The deeper research of laser fusion proposed high demand 
for high-power solid-state laser facility for inertial 
confinement fusion, the new generation laser driver, for 
example American OMEGA-EP[1] and NIF[2], French LMJ[3],
Chinese SG upgraded device[4-6] and SG [7], are 
developing towards the direction of modularization, 
automatization and intellectualization. Laser beams 
propagating in this kind of facility often deviate from the 
predetermined path because of temperature variation, mirrors’ 
mechanical creep, micro vibration of ground or support 
frames, direction drift of oscillator output beams and other 
random factors[7] . So auto-alignment of laser beam is required 
to detect the beam’s position deviation and direction error,
adjust the relative mirrors’ pose, and restore its propagation 
path to the predetermined one. So, auto-alignment control is a
key subsystem to ensure high-power solid-laser facility’s 
efficient working, whose accuracy and stability not only can 
determine targeting success rate, but can prevent laser from 
jamming, improve the quality of near-far beam and ensure the 
facility’s safety.

Reference center extraction is a key link in auto-alignment
control, whose accuracy and stability will influence the 
performance of alignment system to a large extent. So, this 
paper mainly focuses on the research of precise, stable and 
reliable extraction of CSF alignment reference center in SG-

-UP according to its image features. Fig.1 shows the laser 
beam path of SG- -UP’s main amplifying section: beams are 
injected into CSF through TSF(Transmission Spatial Filter),
pass through the amplifier four times and are filtered by four 
small pinholes on a board. The alignment reference lies behind 
the pinhole board, and the corresponding image is shown in 
Fig.2. Just as shown in this figure, the 16 black circular dots 
are four groups of reference points, and four reference centers
lie on the position of the four local reference points’ diagonal 
intersection. The reference center has be tuned to coincide
with the pinhole center off-line, so the mission of on-line auto-
alignment is to adjust laser spot’s center to be coincided with 
reference center.
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Fig.1 Laser beam CSF path of SG- -UP [4]

Fig.2 CSF alignment image of SG- -UP
It can be seen from Fig.2 that some reference points are 

obscure because of uneven light radiation and their scattered 
distribution in image plane, which results that  it is difficult to 
extract out all the 16 reference points precisely with traditional 
threshold method and the convergence and stability of auto-
alignment control can’t be guaranteed. Toward to this 
problem, this paper proposed a novel algorithm of reference 
center extraction based on position estimation and gradient 
extremum search, which can guarantee all the reference points 
are extracted with high precision, reliability and real-time 
property.
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II. ALGORITHM ENTIRE PROCESS

According to features of CSF alignment image in SG- -
UP, all the reference points are extracted out and the reference 
center is calculated out  by the method shown in Fig.3. it can 
be seen from this flowchart that the method mainly composed 
by four steps: clear point extraction, obscure point extraction, 
edge fine tuning and reference center calculation, which are 
depicted as following:

1) Clear point extraction: acquire rough threshold[8] by 
image sub-sampling and statistics of its image gray
information; then binarize the image with the threshold to 
extract the low gray scale area; finally, remove invalid areas 
inconsistent with defined constraint conditions.

2) Obscure point extraction: according to extracted clear 
point, the obscure points’ positions are predicted out roughly 
with prior knowledge of reference points’ distribution; then 
more accurate thresholds are determined according to the 
histogram of local region around the predicted position; and 
finally, the obscure point area is detected out by further 
binarization

3) Edge fine tuning: improve the accuracy further by 
adjusting edge contour point with local gradient extremum 
search.

4) Reference center calculation: use the edge points 
acquired by fine tuning to fit out the points’ ellipse contour [9] ,
and calculate out all the reference centers with ellipse 
parameters.
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Fig.3 SG upgraded device CSF alignment reference image center extraction entire process

III. CLEAR POINTS EXTRACTION

Extract all the clear points by the following procedures:
1) Image division: divide image into four sub-images

� �3,2,1,0, �� iII i� according to the reference’s structural
feature. Each sub-image corresponds to a rectangle area 

� � � �Re , , 0,1, 2,3i ict W H i � , where W and H are the image width 
and height respectively.

2) Threshold calculation: for each sub-image, statistic its 
gray information at intervals of ten rows and ten columns.
Suppose Nk is number of sample pixels of the k-th sub-image,
and ,0 ,n kf n N� � is the gray value of the n-th pixel, then the 
binaryzation threshold value of the k-th sub-image can be 
determined as:

0
0

1* ,   1 4
kN

k n
nk

T r f k
N �

� � �	                        (1)

where r is a fixed discount coefficient, and r=0.5 in practical 
applications.

3) Binaryzation and contour extraction: the k-th sub-
image is binarized with threshold kT0 , then the OpenCV 
function cvFindContours is applied to find all contours.

4) Available contour judgement: the OpenCV function 
cvBox2D is used to acquire minimum enclosing rectangle of 
the detected contours. For each rectangle, suppose its width 
and height are w and h respectively, then its corresponding 
contour’s  availability is judged by following condition firstly:

0 1 0 1 0 1Condition1: ( ) ( ) ( )ww w w h h h r r
h


 
 
 
 
 
� �                (2)

where 0 1 0 1 0 1, , , , ,w w h h r r are prefinded parameters, and 

0 0 10w h� � , 1 1 40w h� � , 0 0.7r � , 1 1.3r � in practical 
application.

For the point contours mC in each sub-image, where 
0 km M� � and Mk is the number of contours meeting
condition 1, its center can be calculated as:

0 0
( , )

1( , ) ( , )
( )

i i m

km km i i
x y Cm

x y x y
Card C �

� 	       (3)

where ( )mCard C is the number of contour pixels. Distance 
between two contours in each sub-image is determined as:

2 2
0 0 0 0( ) ( )    kij ki kj ki kjd x x y y i j� � � �  � (4)

Then search out three contours 
1pC ,

2pC ,
3pC meeting 

condition 2:
1 2 1 2

1 3 2 3

2
Condition 2 : (0.7 1.3) (0.7 1.3)kp p kp p

kp p kp p

d d
d d


 
 
 
� (5)

Then search out the fourth contour
4pC meeting the condition 

2 with 
2 3
,p pC C except 

1pC in the sub-image. Meanwhile, 

2 3c kp pD d�
1 2 1 3

( ) / 2s kp p kp pD d d� � . If the sub-image does not
exist three contours meeting condition 2,then search out two 
contours meeting condition 3:
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Regard all these extracted points as clear points and 
regard the others not extracted as obscure points, then the 
obscure points’ positions can be predicted and extracted out 
furthermore with information of clear points. There is at least 
one sub-image where three or four clear point contours can be 
found according to above conditions, which provides the 
probability for extraction of obscure points.

IV. OBSCURE POINTS CONTOUR EXTRACTION

A. Position Prediction

I0 I1

I2 I3

Figure.  4 blurred dots estimation sample

Regard the sub-image which exists four clear points as 
original sub-image(if the most clear points are only three, the 
fourth obscure point can be found by the first case as 
following and the corresponding sub-image can be regarded as 
four clear points), then the obscure points of other sub-images 
are estimated following the sequence of from left to right and 
from up to down starting from the original sub-image. For 
example, the processing sequence of the case shown in Fig.4
is 1 0 3 2, , ,I I I I .
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Fig.5 Example illustration for two or one obscure points’ position prediction

1) Three clear points in sub-image: find two points 
1 1( , )x y , 2 2( , )x y which meet the demands of following 

condition in these three points.
1 2 1 2( ) ( )y y C x x C� � � ��                (7)

where C is a predefined value and C=50 in practical 
application. Regard the two points as diagonal point, and
denote the third clear point as ),( 33 yx , then the position of the 
fourth point ),( 44 yx can be roughly predicted as:

�
�
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���
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3214

yyyy
xxxx

                         (8)

According to this predicted position, the obscure point’s actual 
position can be obtained by the method illustrated in Section 
IV.B.

2) Two clear points in sub-image: suppose the sub-
image lies on the top of original sub-image(others cases is 
similar and here will not go into more details for limited 
length),  there may be three different cases like shown in 
Fig.5(a),(b) and (c), which can be judged out according to 
coordinate relations between these two clear points.

For the case shown in Fig.5(a), the other two obscure 
points 02 02 03 03( , ), ( , )x y x y can be predicted as :
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For the case shown in Fig.5(b), the other two obscure 
points 02 02 04 04( , ), ( , )x y x y can be predicted as :
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For the case shown in Fig.5(c), two positions can be predicted 
out for each obscure point. For example, the points 03 03( , )x y
are:
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If one position is out of range of the image, abandon it 
and choose the other one as the estimation position. Otherwise 
determine a given-size local region around the two predicted 
position, extract the obscure point and fit out its ellipse
contour with the methods illustrated in Section IV.B and 
Section V. Then the center of the ellipse which has least fitting 
error as the final estimation position.

3) One clear point in sub-image: illustrates as the case 
shown in Fig.5(d) without loss of generality. The position of 
the obscure point 02 02( , )x y (which is donated as a hollow 
circle in Fig.5(d)) can be predicted as:

�
�
�
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���
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11120102

yyyy
xxxx

                    (15)
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Then this sub-image is converted into the case Fig.5(c) and the 
other obscure positions can be estimated out according to 
above methods.

Image gray value
Fig.6 image histogram

B. Contour Extraction
Suppose the predicted position of one obscure point is 

),( ii yx , then a local region centred on this point can be 
determined as :

� �DyyDxxyxE ii 
�
�� �|),(           (16)
where D is a fixed predefined threshold and set as 100 in 
practical application. Generally, the gray histogram of the 
local region image containing black point has the double-peak
modality as shown in Fig.6. Then the gray value represented 
by the middle valley between this two peaks can be selected as 
threshold to binarize the local region image, which can 
improve the precision of obscure point segmentation and 
contour extraction furthermore. Suppose the local region
image’s histogram distribution is ( )f k 0 255k� � , then one 
deviated gray value can be calculated as(shown as the red line 
shown in Fig.6)

255 255
1

0 0
( ( )) ( )

k k
m t f k kf k�

� �

� 	 	                            (17)

where t is a proportion coefficient and t is 0.8 in practical 
application. Then a search interval 1 2[ , ]m m can be determined 
out(shown as the black line shown in Fig.6), where:

1
0

( ( ))arg max
k m

m f k
� �

�                                 (18)

� �))()1()()1((| 112 mfkfmfkfkm ��
�� � (19)
Finally, threshold T applied to binarize the local region image 
can be obtained as:

))((minarg
21

kfT
mkm ��

�                            (20)

which is used to realize obscure point segmentation and 
contour extraction.

V. EDGE FINE TUNING AND REFERENCE CENTER 
CALCULATION

A. Edge Fine Tuning with gray gradient extremum
The method of binaryzation is easy going, but it’s not 

accurate and stable. The reference point’s contour need to be 
fine-tuned according to gray information around it in order to 
keep its stability and accuracy when implementing centroid 
and reference center calculation. Along eight half-lines 

radiating from the contour’s center ),( '
0

'
0 yx with equal angle-

interval, the pixels with gray gradient extremum can be 
searched out by equation(21) as the final contour edge pixels. 

'
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'
0
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4    [0,7]

sin( )
4

i mi

i mi

ix x k
i N

iy y k

�
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              (21)

where
3

' '
0 0

3
arg max | ( ( ) cos( ), ( )sin( )) |

4 4i
a k b j

i ik f x k j y k j� �

 
 ��

� � � � �	 (22)

and [ , ]a b is the search interval and defined as 5, 30a b� �
B. Ellipse Fitting

In order to calculate out the reference center more 
precisely, least square method is applied to fit out the 
reference points’ elliptical contour based on the pixels with 
gray gradient extremum.

Suppose the ellipse equation with quadratic polynomial 
form is :

2 2 0x Bxy Cy Dx Ey F� � � � � �         (23)
Define the minimized error objective function is 

8
2 2 2

1
( )

i
H x Bxy Cy Dx Ey F

�

� � � � � �	                  (24)

Let =[ , , , , ]X B C D E F and the derivations of the above function 
on these parameters equal to zero, then five equations can be 
obtained and the five unknown parameters can be solved out. 
Furthermore, the ellipse center can be calculated as: 
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where � is ellipse’s rotation angle, which is 
1 arctan
2 1

B
C

� �
�

                                                (26)

C. Reference Center Calculation
The reference center is determined as the cross-point of 

lines connecting diagonal ellipse centers. Suppose the two 
groups of diagonal ellipse centers in sub-image 

iI are

),(),,( 3311 iiii yxyx and ),(),,( 4422 iiii yxyx respectively, then the 
reference center coordinates ),( 00 ii yx is calculated as:
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VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Actual SG- -UP CSF alignment images are used to 
verify the method’s effectiveness and stability proposed in 
this paper. Fig.7 shows some intermediate result images 
during process, where Fig.7(a) is the binaryzation result
according to original threshold. From these two images, it 
can be seen that some reference points can not be detected 
out because of uneven light radiation, especially when the 
point lies near the image margins. Fig.7(b) gives the obscure 
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point’s predicted local region according to information of 
clear points, which are depicted as black rectangle. All the 
obscure points can be detected out according to the method 
proposed in this paper, just as the white pixels in these local 
regions. In Fig.7(c), reference points’ contours in a sub-
image are fine-tuned and represented by eight points 
determined by half-line gray gradient extremum search and 
denoted as cross, from which it can be seen that the contour 
is more accurate than these before fine-tuning. Fig.7(d)
shows the fitted elliptical contours.

(a)                                                   (b)

(c)                                                 (d)
Fig.7 Some intermediate result images

Fig.8 shows the final reference center calculation results 
on some CSF images, which are provided by SG-II-UP. In 
these images, the reference center lies on the cross-point of 
diagonal lines. It can be seen that there are large light 
changes among these images and for each image the light 
radiation is uneven greatly. But our method can determine 
the reference center more accurately and reliably, which 
verify its good performance. For each image, the algorithm 
only takes 25ms with computer of main frequency 2.64G,
which guarantees the alignment control’s real-time property
adequately.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

An algorithm of reference center extraction is proposed 
in this paper for SG- -UP CSF auto-alignment image, which 
is based on position estimation and gradient extremum search.
The method can overcome the influence of uneven light 
radiation and has good performance on high precision, 
reliability, stability and real-time property, which can 
guarantee stability and convergence of visual servo control
applied in auto-alignment system of high-power solid-state 
laser facility. Performance of this method has been verified 
with actual CSF alignment images of SG- -UP.
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Fig.8 Some images results
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